
ANALYTIC SYSTEMS OF CENTRAL CONICS IN SPACE

BY

J. L. COOLIDGE

The amount of literature dealing with conic sections, individual curves

and systems of curves, in one plane, is vast. When however we are dealing

with a number of conies, not in the same plane, the situation is quite different.

Certain figures, as the focal conies of a set of confocal quadrics, are familiar

enough, but very little has been done in the way of a systematic study of more

general systems. There are some studies carried out with the aid of purely

synthetic methods; the algebraic or analytic treatment lags behind.

The first writer to suggest a reasonable set of coordinates for a conic in

space was Spottiswoode(1). The totality of straight lines that intersect a conic

in three-space generates a very special sort of quadratic complex. The coeffi-

cients determining the equation of this complex, when a straight line has the

usual Plücker line coordinates, may be taken as the coordinates of the conic,

a clumsy enough system. A much better technique, perhaps the best for alge-

braic purposes, was developed by Johnson(2). Here a conic is looked upon

not as a locus, but as the envelop of its tangent planes. Thus its tangential

equation aiiUiUj = 0 gives ten homogeneous coordinates, connected by a quar-

tic identity

aa = a'\       I a" I = 0, i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4.

I think that this gives the best approach to the study of algebraic systems of

conies, and I regret that more attention has not been given to the subject.

For instance a complete study of linear and quadratic systems would be inter-

esting. When it comes to attacking differential properties of conies this tech-

nique is disappointing, even as the PliL ker line coordinates are of compara-

tively little use in studying the differential properties of systems of lines. In

fact as far as I can make out very little has been written about the differential

geometry of systems of conies. The most important article I have been able

to find was by Blutel(3), and his problem is very special. In what follows I

am going to outline what seems to me the most promising way to approach

the subject, and give a certain number of theorems. I hope that others may

feel inclined to carry the study further, even though present mathematical

fashion is concerned with very different questions.
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1. Series of conies. The most obvious way to approach the study of the

conic in space is to treat it as a rational curve. Let us use nonhomogeneous

Cartesian coordinates, and assume that our conic is not a parabola. We may

then write its parametric equations in the form

1
%* = aH + tV + c{ —, i = 1, 2, 3.

t

Here, (a) and (c) give the directions of the asymptotes, (b) are the coordinates

of the centre and, if we assume that t = 1 gives a vertex, t2 is the ratio of the

distances from the asymptotes.

I give these equations because they seem to offer a favorable opening for

the study of systems of conies, and in fact I personally first tried the problem

in this way. I hasten to add that I was not at all able to attain the results

which I believe to be easily attainable.

I turn to a different method which seems to fit the case even better. This

is the method of moving axes first developed by Darboux in the opening

chapters of his Theorie Generale des Surfaces, and extended in recent years

by Cartan. Let a point have the rectangular Cartesian coordinates (X') with

regard to a set of fixed axes. Its coordinates with respect to a moving set of

such axes shall be (x'). The coordinates with regard to the fixed axes of the

moving origin shall be (X0). We then have the fundamental relations

i i j SI Opq I I I
(1) X = Xq -\- OijX ,      Oij = ;       I Gpq | = 1.

dan

Let the position of the point and also the situation of the moving axes be

functions of a parameter v, which for simplicity of language I shall call "time."

We then have

i % j
dX       dXo      düij 8x

(2) -=-1-x' + Oij-•
dv        dv        dv 8v

I now seek the components with regard to the moving axes of the total veloc-

ity of the point. We write these dx'-fdv, while we mean by the notation bxi/bv

the velocity with regard to the moving axes of the point's motion with regard

to those same axes:

dx' 8x{
(3) — = ? + — +

dv 8v
k

dakl- dX0
(4) qn = — qa = aki-> = aki-•

dv dv

It is to be remembered that ||a,-y|| is the matrix of an orthogonal substitution

of determinant 1.
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These are the general formulae for moving rectangular axes in any num-

ber of dimensions. For our particular problem, let us assume that our conic

lies in the plane x3 = 0 and that it is expressed parametrically

(5) xl = a cos u,      x2 = b sin u,      x3 = 0.

Let us further simplify the notation by writing i, j, k as a cyclic permutation

of 1, 2, 3 and putting

(6) qn = — pk.

We have then our fundamental formulae

dx1 dx1 da
- = — a sin u, - = I* H-cos u — p3b sin u,
du dv dv

dx2 dx2 db
(7) -= b cos u, - = £2 H-sin u 4- p3a cos u,

du dv dv

dx3 dx3
- = 0, - = £3 + p\b sin u — p2a cos u.
du dv

We have further in the classical notation

E = a2 sin2 u 4- b2 cos2 u,

1 d(b2 - a2)
F = of2 cos u — af1 sin u -\-cos u sin u 4- p3ab,

2 dv

G = Z (10s + 2IV — 4- {?p3 - epi)a\ cos u
L   dv J

r db n
+ 2 U2 — + {epi - HlP»)b\ sin u

T     2 2    2        /5«\21 2
+ I (/>2 + />3)a + ( — ) J cos u

f   / da        db\ "1
— 2 \ p3[b-a — 14- pip2ab   cos u sin u

[2 2    2 /d°\2"l 2
(/>3 4- #i)6 + f — 1    sin «,

d^1, x2) T 3a
- = —   a£2 sin m 4- of1 cos m + 6 — cos2 u

d(u, v) L du

db . 1
— ^(o2 — a2) cos i< sin u -\- a — sin2 u ,

dv J

(8)

(9)
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cos u sin

(EG - F^yi'-D = - ab — ,
dv

d2x3  d(x\ x2)      dx3r/   da db\
(10) (EG - F*y»D' = — -1—— - — \(b - - a -

dudv   d(u, v)        dv LA   dv dv/

+ ^(o2 cos2 u + a2 sin2 m)J.

If we have given two conies, they may have any one of the five following

relations: (a) they do not intersect, (b) they intersect once, (c) they intersect

twice, (d) they touch, and (e) they may be coplanar. Omitting the last case,

when we are considering a one-parameter family of conies in space, we have

to distinguish the cases where adjacent conies do not meet, or where they

meet once, or where they meet twice, or where they are tangent to one an-

other. Or to put the matter in more exact language, they may not all touch

any curve, or they may all touch a curve, or they may touch two curves (or

one curve twice), or they may all touch a curve and lie in the corresponding

osculating planes. Let us verify these statements analytically.

If the conies of a series touch one curve, it must be possible to make u

such a function of v that

dxi dx'

du      P dv

This involves

dx3 d(x1, x2)
-= 0, - = 0.
dv d(u, v)

If we replace the sine and cosine of u by (2i)/(1 +/2), (1 — t2)/(1 +t2), where t

is the tangent of half of the excentric angle, we have the condition that the

resultant of a quadratic and a quartic polynomial in / should vanish, which is

a bit long to write out, but involves no theoretical difficulties. There is more

interest in the case where the conies touch two curves.

These curves lie on the developable surface generated by the plane of the

conic, the characteristic line being the intersection with

dx3
-= £3 + pib sin u — p2a cos u = 0.
dv

The points where d(x1, x2)/d(u, v)=0 must include the two intersections of

the conic with dx3/dv = 0 so that

d(x\ x2) dx3
(11) -=-(a cos u + ß sin u + 7).

d(u, v) dv
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Again look at the matter geometrically. When two conies intersect twice,

they lie on a pencil of quadric surfaces, two of which are cones, and the ver-

tices of these cones are harmonically separated by the planes of the conies.

When the conies are infinitely near, one cone tends to be squashed between

them. It appears then that if the conies of our series are twice tangent to a

curve, the tangent planes to the surface generated at all points of a conic

pass through a common point and envelop a cone. Now let us look at the mat-

ter analytically. The equation of the tangent plane is

3(x2, x3) d(x3, x1) d(xl, x2)
(Xx - X1) 4---i + (X2 - x2) 4--± + (X3 - x3) 4---i = 0,

d(u, v) d(u, v) d(w, v)

[Xx{b cos u) + X2(a sin u) - ab] — + X3       ' * ^ = 0.
dv d(u, v)

The reader should not confuse X appearing here with that in (1). This be-

comes in the present instance, thanks to (11),

Xxb cos u 4- X2a sin u 4- Xs [a cos u 4- ß sin u 4- 7] — ab = 0.

It appears then that the point

X1 = - aa/y, X2 = - bß/y, X3 = ab/y

is in the tangent plane at every point of the conic. Conversely, when these

tangent planes pass through such a point, we have an identity in v and

d(x\ x2)/d(u, v) is divisible by dx3/dv so that the conies touch two curves or

are the limits of conies touching two curves.

Theorem 1. If the conies of a series are tangent to two curves, the tangent

planes to the surface generated at all points of a conic will envelop a quadric cone

which touches the surface all along the conic.

Now consider the dual. We have a one-parameter family of quadric cones.

If adjacent cones tend to touch twice, that is to say, if the cones are inscribed

in two developable surfaces, they will also intersect in a conic.

Theorem 2. If the quadric cones of a one-parameter series be inscribed in

two different developables, the characteristic curves of these cones will be the

generators of these developables and a series of conies tangent to two curves, or

the limit of such a series.

The surfaces generated by these conies are the ones considered by Blutel

(q.v.).

There remains the case where adjacent conies tend to touch. This means

that d(x\ x2)/d(u, v) is divisible by dx3/dv but the line

dx3
-• = 0
dv
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is tangent to the conic. If P be the point of contact, its line of advance is

along the conic, and also along the characteristic line whose equation has just

been written. Hence P must be the point of contact with the edge of regres-

sion. The plane of the conic must then be the osculating plane for the curve

generated by P. Hence we have a series of conies tangent to a curve each

lying in the corresponding osculating plane. Here also there will be a quadric

cone tangent at all points of the conic.

We have assumed (11) here, that is,

^_ d{xl, x2) dx3
-=-(a cos u 4- ß sin u + 7).

diu, v) dv

This identity will lead to the equations

da db
— p2aa 4- y%3 = — b — ,        pibß 4- t£3 = — a — >

dv dv
(12)

pM - p2aß = p3{a2 - b2),

<*S3 - 7^2 = - bp,      ßp + ybPi = - a?.

We see geometrically that if two conies lie on the same quadric cone, the gen-

erators of the cone establish a projective relation between them. When the

conies are infinitely near, the generators give the directions of the curves

conjugate to the conies in the surface generated. Analytically, the differential

equation for the curves conjugate to the conies 8v = 0 is

Ddu 4- D'dv = 0,

dx3 \~d2x3  d(x\ x2)     dx3l(   da db\
— ab-du +-< I 6-a — I cos u sin u

dv \_dudv    d(u, v)        dv (A   dv dv/

+ pz{b2 cos2 u + a2 sin2 u)dv = 0.

In the present case this is

— abdu 4- ^{pib cos u 4- p2a sin u)(a cos u 4- ß sin u 4- 7)

Kda db\
b-a —) cos u sin u

dv dv)

+ pi(b2 cos2 u 4- a2 sin2 u) j> J dv = 0.

In view of (12) this becomes

du 4- [L(v) + M(v) cos u + N(v) sin u]dv = 0.

Let us now introduce the tangent of the half-angle, so that
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1 - t2 2t dt
cos u = -,       siri u =-,       du = ->

1 + t2 1 + t2 1 + t2

dt
-\-A(v)+ B(v)t + C(v)t2 = 0.
dv

This is a Riccati equation, characterized by the fact that the cross ratio

of four solutions is constant. This gives

Blutel's Theorem 3. If the central conies of a series be not coplanar, but

touch two curves, the conjugate curves on the surface they generate will establish

a projective correspondence among themif).

Let us now look at the orthogonal trajectories of conies. Their differential

equation is

(13) Edu+Fdv = 0.

Introducing the tangent of the half-angle as before, we have

2[6¥ + (4a2 - 2b2)t2 + b2]dt + [V2(l - t4)

d (b ̂        ^) —I
- 2a£H(l + t2) H-— t(l - t2) + p3ab(l + t2)2  (1 + t2)dv = 0.

dv J

These trajectories will establish a projective correspondence if this is a Riccati

equation. If b2 = a2, the equation reduces automatically to the Riccati form.

Suppose that b2^a2. Then \-\-t2 cannot divide the coefficient of dt and the

first factor in the coefficient of dv must be proportional to the coefficient of dt.

Evidently, the factor of proportionality must be zero, so that f=0 or

f» = 0,      £2 = 0,      p3 = 0,      b2 - a2 = k,

where k is a constant, not zero.

Theorem 4. The necessary and sufficient condition that the trajectories or-

thogonal to the central conies of a series should establish a projective correspond-

ence among them is that the conies should be circles; or the centre should be fixed

or move orthogonally to the plane, the distance between the foci should be constant

and the axes should not twist.

Let us now try to discover under what circumstances these orthogonal

trajectories are geodesic curves of the surface. The necessary and sufficient

condition for this is that

d
0.

du'

(4) Blutel, loc. cit., p. 155.
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This shows that F2, and so F, is divisible by E when the roots of E are

distinct, and as they are of the same order in t when we substitute the tangent

of the half-angle, the factor must be a function of v:

F - f{v)E,

f(v) [a2 sin2 u + b2 cos2 u]

r 1 d(b2 - a2) -]
=   bi2 cos u — a%1 sin u -\-cos u sin u + p3ab .

L 2        dv J

It follows from this identity that/(») = 0, F = 0 or ^ = g2 = £3 = 0, ö2 -a2 = c,

where c is a constant, not zero.

Thus dG/du = 0, or

£3/>i0 cos m + £3^2« sin u + />i/>2ao(sin2 « — cos2 u)

+

Hence

Q2 2   2 /d<A2l
— i»2« — ( — I    sin ii cos u 55 0.

W/ J

3 3 2 2 2 2

i p\ = i pi = pxpi = pib — p2<i +
Q2 /3<A2

\6V ~

If £3^0, then jt>i = 0, p2 = 0, da/dv = db/dv = 0. We have a conic of fixed

axes generating a right cylinder.

If £3 = 0, we have a fixed centre, and either

(-)-(-) =

or

Q2 /da\2

VW "
/day  /d&y   2 2

The distance between the foci is constant, the plane rotates about one axis

which has a fixed direction.

There is the second case where

E = a2 = b2,      F = [a£2 cos u — ap sin u + p3a2].

We get from d(EG-F2)/du = 0 that

G = [£2 cos u — ij1 sin u + ^3«]2 + c/>(¥),

3a 3a
f1-pop, = 0,      $2 — + papx = 0,

di> dv
2,2 2, , 1, 2        , 2,2 2 12

« (£1 ~ P*) - ft) ~ (I) ,      <*       - £ I .
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One solution of these equations is pi = p2 = 0, £1=i;2 = 0, and this gives rise

to the parallels of a surface of revolution.

A second solution is da/dv = 0, £3 = 0, £1= +api, £2 = ±ap2. It is readily

shown that the last three of these equations constitute necessary and suffi-

cient conditions that the centre of the moving circle lie on and move in the

direction of the characteristic line of the plane of the circle and have a velocity

which is + a times the angular velocity with which this plane turns about the

characteristic line. The conditions also guarantee that the planes of the circles

are the osculating planes of the locus of the centres. Thus, the circles have

their centres in the points of a twisted curve of constant torsion 1/a, lie in

the osculating planes of this curve, and have the constant radius \a\ (6).

All other solutions of the four equations are imaginary.

Theorem 5. If the central conies of a series are geodesically parallel, but are

not circles, either they are the right sections of a quadric cylinder or the centre and

direction of one axis is fixed, and the distance between the foci is constant. If the

conies are real circles, either they are the parallels of a surface of revolution, or

they have their centres in the points of a twisted curve of constant torsion 1/a,

lie in the osculating planes of this curve and have the constant radius \a\6.

Let us next inquire under what circumstances the conies will be lines of

curvature. A plane curve will be a line of curvature if the normals to the sur-

face all along it make the same angle with the plane, or what comes to

the same thing, the normals to the curve making a certain constant angle

with the plane are normal to the surface. If C be the tangent of the angle

which a normal to the conic makes with the x3 axis, the direction cosines of

this normal are proportional to

b cos u,      a sin u,      — C(62 cos2 u 4- a2 sin2 u)112.

This will be normal to the surface, that is to say, normal to dx/dv if

da db I2
ij'o cos u 4- £2a sin u 4- b — cos2 u 4- a — sin2 u — pz{b2 — a2) cos m sin w

dv dv J

= C2(&2 cos2 u 4- a2 sin2 w)(£3 4- pxb sin u — p2a cos u)2.

This is to be an identity in u. The left side is a perfect square, hence either

the right side is, or both vanish identically. Excluding this case, the right is a

perfect square if b2 cos2 u-\-a2 sin2 u is a perfect square, and this involves a = b

so that we have a circle. The evolutes of a circle are points, a sphere will touch

the surface all along the circle, or the surface is the envelop of a one-parameter

family of spheres.

Suppose, next, that each side vanishes identically and that C = 0. Then

da db
ti = p = _ = _ = p„{b2 - a2) = 0.

dv dv

(5) This possibility was pointed out to me by Professor Graustein.
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C = 0 gives the fact that the plane of the conic is orthogonal to the surface,

|i = £2 = o the centre is fixed, or moves orthogonally to the plane, da/dv=db/dv

= 0 that the lengths of the axes are constant. If ps = 0, then dxl/dv = dx2/dv = 0

and every point moves orthogonally to the plane. If b = a, the surface is the

envelop of spheres of constant radius, and is therefore a canal surface.

If, on the other hand, C^O, then = pi = p2 = 0 and dxi/dv = 0, so that

there is no surface, unless b=a, in which case we have the circles as before.

Theorem 6. The necessary and sufficient condition that the central conies of a

non-planar series should be lines of curvature is that either they be the charac-

teristic circles on a one-parameter family of spheres, or that they be invariable

in size and shape and invariant in their planes and so generate a surface of

Monge.

2. Congruences. Let us pass to two-parameter systems, or congruences.

Let us call the parameters vi, v2, putting subscripts 1 or 2 to the notations of

(3), (4), (6), (7), (8) to indicate the variable with regard to which the differ-

entiation has been performed. Let us look for the focal points, which we de-

scribed geometrically as the points where a conic meets an infinitely near

one. Analytically this means that when a certain relation has been estab-

lished between Vi and v2 we can make u such a function of these variables

that the tangent to the curve traced is the same as that to the conic. This

again will involve three relations

dx{ 6V dxl
-dvi -\-dv2 + X-       = 0.
dvi dv2 du

Setting the discriminant of these three linear homogeneous equations equal

to 0, we get a cubic expression in cos u, sin u which will have six roots.

Theorem 7. The central conies of a congruence will usually have six focal

points where they touch six surfaces or meet certain curves.

This number is in accordance with a result of Darboux's where it is

shown(6) that where a congruence is composed of plane curves of order m

the number of focal points is m{m-\-\). When our central conies are circles,

two focal points are on the circle at infinity, we usually overlook them and

say that the circles of a congruence touch four surfaces.

Let us now inquire under what circumstances the conies of a congruence

are orthogonal to a surface. For this purpose, u must be such a function of V\

and v2 that

du du
E-h Fi = E-h F2 = 0.

dvi dv2

(') Theorie Generale des Surfaces, vol. 2, p. 4.
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The condition of integrability will be

/dFi     dF2\ (dF2     dE\ /dE äFA
(14)        El-)+Fi(-)+M-) = 0.

\dv2     dv\ / \du      dv2 / \dV], du/

Developing this at length, we get a rather fearsome equation

auf     d(a2 + b2) d(a2 + b2) , ,      , , "I

T -1-2-+ 2(^2 - «*>2 L ovi av2 J

rbh 6(a2+ b2)     b£d(a+b*)       .       i ,1
+ cos« —-1- a b(p3£i - p3&)

L 2 dvi 2 dv2 J

12 2 12 2
ra£i d(a + b )     <z£2 d(a +b)        2      2 2 ~|

+ sin u —-h ab (ptfr - p3&)
L 2 dv2 2 dvi J

+ (o2 cos2 u 4- a2 sin2 u)
d(abp32) d(abp3l)

dv

(15)
sin m cos u fd((b2 + a2), (b2 - a2))\~|                / dbfr     db& \

H-)   + cos3 ub2 (-)
4     L       3(di,d2)       /J \ a»2     ödi /

,     . aa?1\ ,   a /d(b* - a)  i     d(b - a) A"|
+ cos2 m sin m  o21-)-|-1-£i-£2)

L   \dvi      dv2 /      2 \     dv2 dvi /J

(" i /db£    db£\      b fd(b2 - a2)  ,    d(o2 - a*) 2~|
+ cos u sin2 u \ a I-) H-£i-£2

L    \dv2      dvi /      2 L     dz>2 dvi J
l l

+ sin3 Ma21-)   = 0.
\dvi dv2/J

If we replace u by / as before, this equation becomes sextic.

Theorem 8. // the central conies of a congruence be normal to more than six

surfaces, the congruence is a normal one.

The conditions for a normal congruence will, then, be that the left side

of this equation should vanish identically, for all values of u. Now if we have

an expression

Ao + ^4i cos u 4- Bi sin u -\- A2 cos2 u 4- B2 cos u sin u

+ C2 sin2 u + A 3 cos3 u + B3 cos2 u sin u + C3 cos w sin2 w + Z)3 sin3 « = 0,

we shall find the conditions for vanishing identically by putting u succes-

sively equal to 0,7r/4, it, 2, 3tt/4, it, 37t/4, 37r/2, 27t/4. This will give

B2 = A0 + A2 = A0 + C2 = A1 + A3 = Bx + D3 = Ax + C3 = Bx + B3 = 0.
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Assuming, then, that b2^a2, we find

A0 = A2 = B2 = C2 = 0; A, + A, = At + C3 = Bx + B3 = Bx + D3 = 0;

d(a, b)

(I) ,      \ = 0;
d(vu v2)

d(p3lab) ^ d(pHab) _ ^

dv2 dvi

1 I"     d(a2 + b2)          d(a2 + 62)-|      m „
(III)          - ptt-pSl- +       - Ut = 0;

2 L dvi dv2 J

(IV, ±(—*—)-±(      *' Y
r3u2 \(62 - a2)1'2/     a»i \(62 - a2)1'2/

(v) -i-f   ^   \ = JL(,- V
di>2 \(62 - a2)1'2/     ÖD! \(o2 - a2)1'2/'

1 i       2  <5 a* 2  d a2
(VI) (/»3sli - M&) + £2-log-|i-log- = 0;

09,       (o2 - a2)1'2        au2       (62 - a2)1'2

2 2       i  B b1 i d b2
(VII) (£3.,£i - pifc) - {»-log-+ -log-= 0.

d»,      (o2 - a2)1'2        dv2      (b2 - a2)1'2

The most important of these equations is (I) which gives

Theorem 9. The semi-axes of the central conies of a normal congruence are

functionally related.

Let us next assume that we are in the special case where

(16) & - i£ = 0.

This means geometrically that either we have a fixed centre, or the centre

traces a curve, or that at each centre the plane of the conic is orthogonal to

the tangent plane to the surface of centres. From (III) follows

Theorem 10. If the central conies of a normal congruence have axes of fixed

lengths, the centre will be fixed, or trace a curve, or a surface orthogonal at each

point to the plane of the corresponding conic.

Assuming that (16) still holds, but the lengths of both axes are not fixed,

we write

1 i dvi i dv2
£dt = f i-dt + £2-dt = 0,

dt dt
(17)

2 2 dvi 2 dv2
%dt = £i-dt + £2-dt = 0,

dt dt
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da dvi        da dv2
da =-dt -\-dt = 0,

dvi   dt dv2 dt
(18)

dvi dv2
p3dt = p3l-dt + p3l-dt = 0.

dt dt

Here t is an arbitrary variable not tan v/2. By (16) the first two have a com-

mon solution, and then, by (I), (II) and (III) the last two have a common

solution unless a2-f-o2 = const. Suppose, first, that all four have a common

solution. We are then at liberty to assume

da      db i2
(19) — = — = ptt = £2 = £, = 0.

dv2 dvt

We have also the additional equations

(20) ^ = £!L^L = 0.
dvi      dV2 dV2

All seven of our equations (I)—(VII) are satisfied. Assuming that we have

a surface of centres, the curves vi = const, thereon correspond to constant

values for the lengths of the axes. Let us take vt = const, as the curves orthogo-

nal to them. The equations £2= £2 = 0 tell us that the curves i>i = const, are

orthogonal to the corresponding planes of the conies, hence the curves

^2 = const, are tangent to the planes of the conies, or lie in them. But now we

find from the first two equations (7) that the instantaneous motion of every

point of the conic, when »1 is constant, is orthogonal to the plane. The equa-

tions

dln_d£_

dV2 dV2

give by (4)

d

dV2

Since dX0/dvi is in the plane of the conic

/     dX0\      d ( dx\\
( »*i-I = —-1 ak2-) = 0.
\      dvi /     dv2 \      dvi /

dX0 (     dX0\        / dXi\
- = Xöji + pax = I ak\-)an + I ak2-)a,-2,
dvi \      dvx / \      dvi /dv

2

d Xo I     dXo\daji      / dVo\da,-2
-= I akx-)-)- I ak2-I-
dv\dv2 \      dvi / dv2       \      dvi / dv2

But by (4) and p32 = 0
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Hence

/     dan\     (     daj2\     (     dan\     ( daj2\

/      d2Xo\     ( dX\\
I an-) = I a,2-) = 0.
\     dvidvi/     \ dvidv2/

Hence d2X0/dvidv2=p(dX0/dv2) and

d

dvi

dxl

dv2

dv2

B

dvi

2
dX0

ÖV2

f3»2

= 0.

This means that the normals to the plane all along the curve V2 = const,

are parallel and this curve must be in the plane, not merely tangent to it.

There are, hence, only a singly infinite number of planes, so that in each there

are an infinite number of conies. We have moreover the equations

dv2

2

dV2

dps,

dv2

= 0.

From the equations (7) when v = Vi everything is independent of v2. Hence we

have the same series of conies in all our planes. The congruence is generated

by an immovable set of conies in a singly infinite set of planes. Conversely,

such a set of conies will clearly generate a normal congruence.

When the centre traces a curve, if £1^0 we may repeat our previous rea-

soning, dX0/dv2^0 and we have in each plane a one-parameter family of con-

centric conies. If £2 = 0, dXl0/dv2 = 0, then

d

dv2

(     bx\\      d ( dXhQ\
I akl-) =-( ak2-) = 0,
\      dvi /     ÖV2 \      dvi /

daki dXo

dvi

dak2 dX0

dv2 dV2 dv2

= 0.

As before dX0/dvi =\ajl4-/iaj2, £i = 0. This means that the curve traced by

the centre is tangent to the plane of the conic. Our last expression can be

written better

_* _k
az'o    /    dX0\       ( dX0\

-= I aki-I an 4-1 ak2-1(2)2.

Remembering that the left is independent of v2 and pi1 = 0,
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Differentiating to v2, remembering dX0/dv2=p3i = dpzJdv2 = Q,

j       2 j 2
dX0   d a,i      dXo   d a,2

dvi   dvidv2      dvi dvidv2
= 0.

Differentiating to vlt

Hence

2    i 2 )'
d Xo dßj2     d X0 ddji

dv\    dv2       dv\ dv2
= 0.

d Xo        dXo j
A-h B-h CXo = 0.

dv\ dvi

The centre traces a plane curve through the fixed origin. As this can be any-

where, the curve must be a straight line. Hence we have a series of conies

whose centres lie on a line while the plane is rotated about that line.

There remains the possibility that the centre of the conies should be fixed.

Here we are back on the first case, we have a set of invariable conies whose

planes envelop a cone with its vertex at their common centre. The reasoning

is reversible in each case. We note that in every case we have a one-parameter

family of conies immovable in a moving plane.

I return to the equations (17) and (18) and assume that the first two still

have a common solution, and hence, that the last two have, when a24-o2 is

not a constant, but that the solutions are different. Here we are free to as-

sume that

da i 2
- = pH = 0,      £i = £i = 0.
dv2

From (IV) and (V),

i     (62 - a2)1'2 2     (62 - a2)1'2

£2 =-fo(v2),       £2 =-fa(vi).
a 0

From (II), is a function of V\ alone. From (VI), £2/^2 is a function of vx alone.

Hence ^2/^2 is a constant. We may change variables writing <p2=v2, \p2 = kv2.

Then, from (VI) and (VII)

ad              a2                kb   d b2
l°S TT:-^777 =-— lo8

kb dvx       (b2 - a2)1'2 a  dVl       (b2 - a2)1'

(b a\ 2^1 a

a     kb)        dvi b
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Putting a/b=p,
2{k2p2 + 1) dp

kp2 dvi

Again, eliminating p3l from (VI) and (VII)

da2 d b2
a2-log-h k2b2-log-= 0.

dvi       (62 - a2)1'2 dvi       (b2 - a2)1'2

This can be written

da db d log (b2 - a2)1'2
2a-      + 2k2b2-       = (a2 + k2b2)-—-—,

dvi dvi dvi

a2 + k2b2 = C(b2 - a2),

where C is a constant since a and b are not functions of v2. Hence p = const.,

p3l = 0. Hence from (VI) and (VII) we either have a and b constant which

gives da/dvi = db/dvi = 0 and throws us back on a previous case, or else

k\ = £s =     = 0.

Here the centre is either fixed or traces a curve orthogonal to the plane of

the conic. Again we are on a previous case.

Next we assume a2+ö2 = const. Then from (III) the equations (17) have

a common solution. Assume that this is a solution of the first equation (18).

We may write

i      2 da
Ü2 = ?2 = - =0.

ÖI>2

From (VI) and (VII)
1 2

Pi£l = p32£l = 0.

If p32 = 0, we have equations (19) and (20) and we can proceed as before. If

£l=i;i=0, the centre is either fixed or traces a curve which cuts the plane

orthogonally. There is but a singly infinite set of planes. We may take the

parameter v2 to give the plane. As da/dv2 = db/dv2 = 0, we have in each plane

the same set of concentric conies.

Suppose now that the solutions of (17) do not give a solution of (18).

We may write

da      db i2
— = — = 0,        =    = 0.
0U2 dv2

We may assume a = cos vu & = sin vx. From (V) and (IV)

, 2 (tan2*! - l)1'2
£2 = <6i(u2)(tan2 »i - l)1/2>      £2 = «2(f2)-

tan »1
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Now if p3l = 0, dpzjdvi = 0, and we are back on a previous case. If pi^O, we

eliminate it between the equations (VI) and (VII) and find that ^/d is a

function of Vi alone. Hence <j>2(v2) = k(cbi(v2)) where k is constant, and

2              1 „ .2

a            /£2\2 6
d log-hi — ) 3 log- = 0,

6 (02 _ a2)l/2       \gf 6 (02 _ a2)1/2

— tan3 vi      ctn3 v\ tan2 vi
k2 = 0,

tan2 Vi — 1       1 — ctn2 Vi

tan2 vi + k2
0,

tan2 vi — 1

so that tan z>i is constant and we do not have a two-parameter family.

Theorem 11. If in a normal congruence of central conies the locus of the

centres is a surface which at each point is orthogonal to the plane of the corre-

sponding conic, or is a curve, or is fixed, the congruence is generated by a series

of conies which are immovable in a moving plane.

There remains the case where the first two equations (17) are not propor-

tional. We may assume here Q =   = 0.

Let us write

02 b2
log-= A,       log-= B.

(b2 - a2)1'2 (b2 - a2)1'2

From (IV) and (V)

2     (62 - a2)1'2 !     (b2 - a2)1'2

£2 =-;-<t>i(v2),       £1 =-<£i(i>i).
b a

We now change the variables Vi and v2 to such functions of them that

dwi dw2
= 4>u —— = «2,

dv\ dv2

h(vi) = «i(wi), c62(d2) = $2(w2),

- afc   dA bpi dB
P** = —~—-—'      K =-;—

0      owi a dw2

Further, let

dA dB
a2-       = a, b2-       = ß.

dvi dw2

From (II) and (III)
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(21)
da

+
dß

= o,
dwi dw2

(22)
a(a2 + 62)

+ ß
d(a2 + o2)

= 0.a
dwi dw2

I confess, to my shame, that I have not been able to make much progress

towards solving these equations, or discovering their geometrical significance.

In spite of that I still think that the method here outlined is the most promis-

ing for studying the problems indicated.

Harvard University,

Cambridge, Mass.


